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Key Points:21

• Temperature and density profiles up to 90 km are retrieved from NOMAD 1st22

year of solar occultations, covering two seasons of MY34.23

• NOMAD temperatures agree well with climate model predictions below 50 km24

but are wavier and globally colder by about 10 K at high altitudes.25

• We report large thermal tides producing warm layers at 80 km in the morning26

terminator. Also strong warming by the 2018 global dust storm.27
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Abstract28

We present vertical profiles of temperature and density from solar occultation29

(SO) observations by the “Nadir and Occultation for Mars Discovery” (NOMAD)30

spectrometer on board the Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) during its first operational year,31

which covered the second half of Mars Year 34. We used calibrated transmittance32

spectra in 380 scans, and apply an in-house pre-processing to clean data systemat-33

ics. Temperature and CO2 profiles up to about 90 km, with consistent hydrostatic34

adjustment, are obtained, after adapting an Earth-tested retrieval scheme to Mars35

conditions. Both pre-processing and retrieval are discussed to illustrate their perfor-36

mance and robustness. Our results reveal the large impact of the MY34 Global Dust37

Storm (GDS), which warmed the atmosphere at all altitudes. The large GDS aerosols38

opacity limited the sounding of tropospheric layers. The retrieved temperatures agree39

well with global climate models (GCM) at tropospheric altitudes, but NOMAD meso-40

spheric temperatures are wavier and globally colder by 10 K in the perihelion season,41

particularly during the GDS and its decay phase. We observe a warm layer around 8042

km during the Southern Spring, especially in the Northern Hemisphere morning termi-43

nator, associated to large thermal tides, significantly stronger than in the GCM. Cold44

mesospheric pockets, close to CO2 condensation temperatures, are more frequently45

observed than in the GCM. NOMAD CO2 densities show oscillations upon a seasonal46

trend that track well the latitudinal variations expected. Results uncertainties and47

suggestions to improve future data re-analysis are briefly discussed.48

Plain Language Summary49

The detailed variation of temperature and density with altitude is of paramount50

importance to characterize the atmospheric state and to constrain the chemistry and51

dynamics as a whole. The NOMAD instrument on board the Trace Gas Orbiter has52

among its key targets the characterization of the thermal state with unprecedented53

vertical resolution. This is the target of this work, where we analyzed transmittance54

spectra obtained from the NOMAD solar occultation channel, with a state-of-the-art55

retrieval scheme, adapted from Earth to Mars conditions and geometry. We applied56

it to the 1st year of TGO observations, which covered the last two Mars seasons of57

Mars Year 34. The results permit to study the temperature structure up to 90 km and58

its seasonal and latitudinal variations, revealing the impact of the MY34 Global Dust59

Storm, a warm layer at mesospheric altitudes not present in climate models, more60

frequent cold pockets than in current global climate models , and generally, colder61

temperature at those altitudes, all of which can be of importance for the validation of62

these climate models.63

1 Introduction64

The NOMAD and the Atmospheric Chemistry Suite (ACS) are the two key in-65

struments on board the ExoMars 2016 Trace Gas Orbiter, primarily devoted to trace66

gas detection and mapping (Vandaele et al., 2018; Korablev et al., 2018). The solar67

occultation observational strategy of these two instruments offer excellent opportuni-68

ties to sound up to very high in the atmosphere in unprecedented vertical resolution in69

order to perform unique science at mesospheric and thermospheric altitudes (López-70

Valverde et al., 2018). The thermal structure of an atmosphere is of pivotal importance71

to understand its radiation, dynamics and chemistry, all of which in turn affect such72

state. An excellent review of past observations of the atmospheric thermal state in73

Mars can be found in Smith et al. (2017). The precise characterization of the atmo-74

spheric structure is necessary to correctly interpret the search for trace species, and75

is also in itself one of the goals of the TGO mission, and of NOMAD in particular.76

For this reason, NOMAD performs routine observations in several spectral intervals77
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to achieve a good mapping of the atmospheric thermal state, and the analysis of these78

data is the primary goal of this work.79

This work, together with other three companion manuscripts in this special issue,80

represent the first effort carried out in the IAA/CSIC within our scientific plan for the81

exploitation of both NOMAD and ACS datasets with a common analysis and retrieval82

strategy. This consists of using an state-of-the-art retrieval scheme, described below,83

to both instruments. Here we report its application to NOMAD solar occultation data,84

focused on the first year of the TGO science phase, from April 2018 to March 2019,85

which covers approximately two Mars seasons. These range from solar longitudes Ls86

160◦ to Ls 360◦, i.e., the Southern spring and summer seasons, sometimes collectively87

names as the Martian perihelion period.88

Following Smith et al. (2017), we will refer to the altitudes below about 50 km as89

troposphere or lower atmosphere and those above as mesosphere or middle atmosphere.90

We separate the mesosphere in lower and upper, as those regions below and above 9091

km respectively, the upper one extending up to the mesopause, around 120 km (López-92

Valverde et al., 2018). This work is devoted to the study of one of the diffraction orders93

in the NOMAD/SO channel, with in-house label # 149, which approximately covers94

the spectral interval 3349-3375 cm−1, and was used extensively in the NOMAD science95

team for the study of the thermal structure on Mars during its first year of operations.96

As we will show below, this SO order permits to sound up to 90 km altitude, i.e., our97

target regions in this work are the troposphere and the lower mesosphere of Mars.98

There are two recent publications presenting temperature profiles from TGO99

solar occultation measurements by ACS. First, Fedorova et al. (2020) presented tem-100

peratures from the NIR channel during the first year of TGO science phase, which101

matches well the seasonal period and the altitude range covered in this work. Sec-102

ondly, Belyaev et al. (2021) presented profiles up to the mesopause, around 120 km,103

using a diffraction order containing H2O spectral lines, in a work devoted to H2O abun-104

dances at high altitudes. This second work presented temperatures in two consecutive105

perihelion seasons, for MY34 and MY35. The first one matches well the period studied106

here. We will make some comparisons with their results below.107

The structure of the present work continues this Introduction with a section108

2 devoted to describe some relevant characteristics of the NOMAD/SO channel and109

the subset of measurements used in this work. Section 3 details the methodology110

and pipeline we used for these data analysis, pre-processing and inversion. Section111

4 presents the 3-D distribution of temperatures and densities obtained, and describe112

them to gain insight into atmospheric variability. Comparisons with previous works113

and with global climate model simulations are also presented there. Finally, Section 5114

presents a summary of the major results and plans to improve and extend this work115

to more NOMAD data, and also to ACS solar occultation data.116

In addition to this work, other two manuscripts studying the thermal structure in117

solar occultation data from the TGO/NOMAD and ACS instruments have been sub-118

mitted to this issue. In the first one, Trompet et al. (2022) analyzed the NOMAD/SO119

channel’s diffraction order 148 during Mars Years 35 and 36, excluding MY34 and120

focusing on mesospheric altitudes. The second presents profiles up to thermospheric121

altitudes combining two diffraction orders of the ACS/MIR channel, in a study cover-122

ing two full Martian years which is an extension of Belyaev et al. (2021). Each one of123

these works uses different inversion techniques and approximations, obtaining different124

retrieval errors and vertical resolutions. Our plan is to extend the present work to a125

larger dataset in the near future in order to perform a proper comparison with those126

two investigations.127
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2 NOMAD/SO measurements128

2.1 NOMAD instrument129

The NOMAD spectrometer, in routine operations since April 2018 on board the ExoMars130

2016 Trace Gas Orbiter, has 3 channels from the ultraviolet (UV) to the near-infrared131

(IR), each one with its own telescopic pointing and internal optics and detectors. NOMAD132

main scientific objectives include the search for trace species, the track of their sources and133

sinks, and the mapping of the thermal structure and the atmospheric composition at high134

sampling rate in the vertical, from the ground up to the thermosphere (Vandaele et al.,135

2018; López-Valverde et al., 2018). Its Solar Occultation channel (SO), in contrast to the136

other two channels, was designed for only solar occultation measurements and covers the137

range between 2.3 and 4.3 µm (2320-4350 cm−1) with a nominal resolving power close to138

20000 (Neefs et al., 2015). With a slit oriented quasi-perpendicular to the surface of the139

planet in the limb, the SO channel samples the atmosphere at one tangent altitude every140

second approximately. The SO detector’s focal plane array is made up of 320 pixels along141

the spectral axis and 256 rows in the spatial direction, with 30 um x 30 um individual142

pixel sizes (Neefs et al, 2015). The SO slit is projected into 30 detector rows (a little larger143

than the Sun projected size) times 2 pixels wide. This represents a 1x12 km as projected144

onto the limb. Up to 6 diffraction orders of teh echelle grating can be selected at a given145

altitude. From the downlink limitation that only 24 spectra can be transmitted to Earth146

per observation, this implies that only 4 spectra per order can be recorded (Vandaele et al,147

2018). The usual SO operations combine pixels in the spatial dimension into four “detector148

bins”, hence producing the required four spectra, each pointing to a slightly different tangent149

altitude. These detector bins, which can contain up to a maximum of 6 individual pixels,150

determine the instantaneous field-of-view (FOV), which is normally 2 x 4 arcmin, or about151

1x2 km at the limb. Depending on the β-angle (that between the TGO orbital plane and152

the solar direction), the number of altitudes sampled per scan can be very variable, but at153

least a few dozen points in the vertical are usually available. Together with the mentioned154

field-of-view, the SO channel allows to build vertical profiles with unprecedented resolution155

in every scan, twice per orbit. This channel contains an Acousto-Optical Tunable Filter156

(AOTF) which selects different spectral windows (with a width that varies from 20 to 35157

cm−1). Routine operations are planned ahead of time with specific scientific goals in mind,158

i.e., with one particular combination of diffraction orders in each scan. More details on the159

original design, calibration and expected performance, and regular operations can be found160

in several publications (Vandaele et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2016; Robert et al., 2016;161

Trompet et al., 2016; Liuzzi et al., 2018; Vandaele et al., 2019).162

2.2 Dataset163

NOMAD science operations began in April 2018, once the TGO spacecraft reached its final164

quasi-circular orbit, at about 400 km above the Martian surface, after a long aerobraking165

phase and a comissioning phase. In this work we selected data during the first year of routine166

operations in its science phase, from April 2018 until March 2019, which approximately167

covers the 2nd half of MY34: solar longitudes Ls = 160◦ − 355◦. For the retrievals of168

temperature and density in this work we selected diffraction order 149 (3349-3375 cm−1)169

which was very frequently used during this first year of observations and contains CO2 ro-170

vibrational lines of intermediate strength (see Figure 1) . As we show below in section 4, this171

order permits a good sounding at tangent altitudes up to about 90 km. During the period172

selected, we used about 380 type-A scans (internal name for scans using that diffraction173

order at all altitudes during the solar occultation scan), spanning a diverse set of latitudes174

and solar longitudes, typical of the particular solar occultation mapping by TGO, as shown175

in Figure 1. There are stronger CO2 ro-vibrational bands within the SO range than those176

mapped by diffraction order 149, in particular those in the 2.7 µm region, dominated by177

the two fundamental bands of the major CO2 isotope. These are captured by SO orders178

159-165 and are intended to sound up to thermospheric altitudes due to their much larger179
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optical thickness. We studied them in detail but found them to be very sensitive to error180

correlations at high altitudes and to the strong non-linear dependence of their absorption181

on temperature around the mesopause. We plan to tackle these bands in a near future after182

a better handling of the noise correlation and after a combination of adjacent orders; both183

of these extensions are within our ongoing improvements in the SO data analysis.184

3 Data analysis185

The NOMAD/SO data used in this work are Level 1A calibrated transmittance from the186

latest pipeline processing at the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (IASB-BIRA,187

NOMAD’s PI team) (Thomas et al., 2021). The inversion of temperature and density188

presented here is part of a broader effort at IAA/CSIC devoted to the scientific189

exploitation of NOMAD and ACS measurements with a common data analysis scheme.190

We followed a sequential retrieval strategy, starting with the inversion of atmospheric191

opacity from the continuum in the solar occultation data, then the temperature and192

density, and these are used later in the inversion of trace species (see the two companion193

papers on H2O and CO by Brines et al. (2022) and by Modak et al. (2022), respectively).194

At the core of the inversion scheme is a line-by-line radiative transfer Forward Model195

(KOPRA, see for example Stiller (2000)) and an inversion control program (or RCP in196

short, see von Clarmann et al. (2003)) originally developed at the University of Karlsruhe,197

and briefly described below in section 3.2. The calibrated transmittances are not yet198

suitable to be ingested by the retrieval suite but a very important cleaning or199

pre-processing is needed first. This is decribed next in some detail, as it affects no only200

this work but also the companion retrieval works.201

3.1 Data cleaning and pre-processing202

The pre-processing phase of the data analysis at IAA is schematically shown in Figure 2203

and is devoted to correct for remaining imprecisions still present in the calibrated204

transmittances. These features include spectral shifts and residual spectral bending across205

the diffaction orders which can be quite significant in some spectra. These problems are206

common to all diffraction orders but different for each one of them and variable from scan207

to scan, as they depend on temperature effects on the detector, on TGO orbital conditions208

which in turn impact the space signals, and on drifts through time in the behavior of the209

grating’s blaze response (Liuzzi et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2021). These effects are shown210

for one specific scan in Figure 3.211

Other effects, like the precise response of the AOTF and the NOMAD/SO line shape (ILS)212

also require analysis at this pre-processing level, as well as during the inversion of scientific213

data. Our effort devoted to the AOTF and ILS characterization aligns with parallel efforts214

by other teams in the NOMAD consortium and are described in a companion paper by215

Villanueva et al. (2022) in this special issue. In brief, we are using an asymmetric216

sync-squared function for the AOTF whose center accounts for variations in detector217

temperature, and a double-Gaussian ILS with separation and ratio between the Gaussians218

which vary across each order and changing through the different SO diffraction orders.219

An important defect in the spectra is the bending, which is very variable and can be very220

significant. It is particularly worrying for the precise determination of the actual221

atmospheric opacity. Fortunately its spectral shape can approximately be characterized222

(and corrected) by a simple polynominal fitting. However this correction is only223

approximate if the gas absorption lines are not taken into account. A more careful224

treatment is needed, especially for exploiting spectra at high tangent altitudes, where the225

absorption lines are weak and a simple bending correction of the full order can alter the226

baseline continuum and produce large biases.227
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Our pre-processing strategy essentially splits the measured transmittance in contributions
along the ray path starting at the Sun and going through the atmosphere, first, and
through the SO channel optics later. One of the possible characterizations of these
contributions can be expressed as:

Tm = TGAS × TAEROSOLS × Tb ×R1NOISE

where Tm is the measured transmittance, TGAS is the atmospheric transmittance due to228

the target species (CO2 in the case of temperature and density retrievals), and TAEROSOLS229

is the absorption of the solar flux produced by the atmospheric aerosols along the Line of230

Sight (LOS), which is considered here as a contaminant component and is computed by231

the pre-processing from the continuum component in the spectra. The term Tb stands for232

the residual bending, to be computed and corrected for. Finally, the term R1NOISE233

stands for a random Gaussian centered at 1 and with a standard deviation similar to the234

noise transmittance. For the correction we simply minimize the ratios 1− Tm/TSIMUL,235

where we have combined into the term, TSIMUL, the observed aerosol slant transmittances236

together with a large set of line-by-line forward model calculations carried out with237

KOPRA for the expected atmospheric state (extracted from a global climate model, as238

explained below). To avoid unstable results when the atmospheric plus aerosol239

transmittances are very low (at low tangent altitudes), the actual function to minimize is240

modified to 1− (1 + Tm)/(1 + TSIMUL). This is applied to each tangent altitude in every241

scan. We found this method very robust and precise, using synthetic data, although it is242

time consuming due to the brute-force calculation required to generate all the TSIMUL.243

Once the bending is corrected, the residual spectral shifts across the order are computed244

and corrected, again from comparisons with the line-by-line simuations at each spectrum245

(or tangent altitude) during a scan. For practical reasons and in preparation for the246

retrievals, we perform this cleaning in a set of spectral micro-windows. As found by other247

teams, the residual spectral shift in a scan is usually at the level of 0.1-0.3 cm−1, and is248

not constant through the diffration order but usually follows a linear variation, as shown249

in Figure 3. However, this shift is approximately constant with altitude, as far as the data250

are not very noisy or strongly contaminated by aerosol absorption. These conditions need251

to be taken into account to define the “meaningful” altitude range for a correct shift252

correction. Then each order in each scan is corrected in that altitude range, and the same253

correction is applied at all other altitudes.254

3.2 Retrieval scheme255

In Figure 2, RCP stands for Retrieval Control Program, and is a multi-parameter256

non-linear least squares fitting of measured and modeled spectra (von Clarmann et al.,257

2003). At the core of this processor is a state-of-the-art line-by-line radiative forward258

model named KOPRA (Karlsruhe Optimized Radiative transfer Algorithm,) described by259

(Stiller, 2000). Very well tested on Earth atmosphere remote sounding projects, Kopra260

integrates the RT equation along the observed LOS which is computed for an ellipsoidal261

planetary surface including consideration of refraction. KOPRA was recently adapted to262

limb emissions on Mars (Jiménez-Monferrer et al., 2021), and now it has been adapted to263

solar occultation data on Mars for the first time, and in particular to the NOMAD/SO264

channel with implementation of the asymmetric AOTF transfer function and the double265

Gaussian ILS.266

Key inputs to RCP are the initial guess and a priori information of the quantities to be267

retrieved, as well as the NOMAD data, after the cleaning described above. The a priori268

temperature and density profiles are taken from a specific run of the Mars Global Climate269

Model developed at the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD-MGCM) (Forget270

et al., 1999, 2009), using the recent implementations of the water cycles (Navarro et al.,271

2014) and the dust scenarios appropriate for MY34 (Montabone et al., 2015, 2020). For272
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each NOMAD/SO scan, a temperature and density profile was extracted from the model273

at the location (latitude, longitude) and time (local time and Ls) of a central point in the274

occultation (for a tangent altitude of 50 km).275

RCP solves iteratively the inverse problem (Rodgers, 2000) until convergence is achieved.276

The calculation of the model spectra and Jacobians is performed with KOPRA, being277

called in each step of the iteration. For the temperature inversion, we perform a278

hydrostatic adjustment in each iteration, to account for the varying atmospheric state279

when the thermal structure is changed, and therefore to guarantee realistic results in the280

temperature/pressure structure. This hydrostatic adjustment assumes a reference pressure281

at the lowermost tangent altitude available, and that pressure value is taken from the a282

priori reference atmosphere. As we detail below, these tangent altitude and reference283

pressure are dependent on the aerosol loading along the line of sight.284

Convergence is reached when the change of retrieval parameters with respect to the285

previous iteration produces improvements in the difference measured − simulated spectra286

until they are smaller than the measurement noise. The SO noise plays a central role in287

the inversion and deserves some explanation. The measurement covariance matrix is288

calculated from the noise-equivalent spectral radiance provided with the NOMAD level 1a289

calibrated data. Figure 4 shows the NOMAD measurement noise in one particular scan,290

typical of the calibration in this order 149. The noise function shown in the left-hand291

panel is projected into three planes for easier visualization. The projection on the292

wavenumber-noise plane is also shown in the right-hand panel as an alternative view, using293

arbitrary colors at each altitude. The noise transmittances in this right-hand panel show294

more clearly their strong spectral variations with increases toward the edge of the295

diffraction orders, where the sensitivity is lower due to the shape of the AOTF. They are296

also clear the variations with altitude, following the dependence on shot noise, i.e., on the297

solar flux received in the detector (Thomas et al., 2016). This variation is specially strong298

at tropospheric altitudes, when the solar radiatin is strongly absorbed, either by gas299

species or by dust. An analysis of the vertical oscillations in the transmittances at high300

altitudes gives smaller values than these “nominal” ones. Such a calculation is shown with301

black dots in the right-hand panel of Figure 4. Comparing with the higher envelope, which302

is the measurement noise at high tangent altitudes, our estimate is lower by a factor 2, and303

this is very representative of most scans. This means that the actual random component304

in the nominal noise is smaller. This result is specific of order 149, and in all our305

temperature retrievals we reduced the nominal measurement error by such a factor 2.306

We use a Tikhonov-type regularization optimized for each diffraction order. This is307

dependent on the measurement noise and was optimized, first by performing synthetic308

retrievals, and later by examination of a large set of actual retrievals. The value used in309

this work, common to all scans, varies with altitude, as the measurement noise and the310

line absorption changes with tangent altitude across each scan, and was selected as a311

compromise between error propagation and vertical resolution.312

At the end of the inversion, temperatures, densities and also an adjustment of the313

atmospheric pressure is obtained. This last retrieval product, internally called314

”Line-Of-Sight in the altitude”, was originally intended to account for possible biases in315

satellite pointing. In our case this represents deviations from the nominal altitude316

registration which improve the best fit. For the radiative tranfer calcultions the317

atmosphere is divided into 1-km wide layers from the surface up to 60 km, 2.0 km width318

layers from 60 to 90 km, 2.5 km-wide layers at 90-130 km and 5 km wide layers above.319

The output retrieved vectors also share this grid, which is common to all the IAA320

retrievals using NOMAD data and presented in this special issue.321

Outside the SO measurement altitude range, we impose a strong regularization constraint,322

to give a large weight to the a priori information (to its vertical gradient, which will be323

imposed on the data). For the CO2 density, a strong diagonalization at all altitudes below324
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80 km is used, for statibility reasons, which effectively assumes the volume mixing ratio325

(VMR) in the a priori value is correct. It is well known that the CO2 VMR is close to one326

up to the homopause, surely above the altitude range studied here. However, the CO2327

absolute density will be variable and determined from the NOMAD data via the328

hydrostatic inversion mentioned above, consistently with the thermal structure.329

At low altitudes we avoid large dust contamination by filtering observations where the330

aerosol opacity is greater than a given value. For order 149 we use a maximum slant331

opacity of 2.0. Also we avoid steep gradients in the aerosol slant opacity, larger than 0.08332

km−1.333

The instrument transfer function of an AOTF (nominally a sinc-square) leads to the334

mixing of different echelle diffraction orders into the central one. Details of this effect in335

the case of NOMAD have been discussed previously (Mahieux et al., 2015; Liuzzi et al.,336

2018; Thomas et al., 2021). Following these guidelines and our own tests, we are337

accounting for the flux contribution of +/- 4 adjacent orders around the 149 (i.e. orders338

145 to 143). Contributions beyond these orders are very small, well below 5%. However,339

the contribution from orders 148 and 150 are significant (between 10-30 % at some340

wavelengths) and we found that the fitting of these other orders’ absorption lines is341

normally difficult, even after a careful fine tuning of the AOTF for this specific order. A342

practical solution adopted in this work is to use a powerful feature in RCP, namely, the343

use of internal spectral micro-windows instead of the full spectral range of the diffraction344

order. With the use of micro-windows we can select portions of the spectrum which are345

particularly valuable in terms of information content, and at the same time, omit very346

contaminated spectral segments. After extensive experimentation we adopted a set of 7347

micro-windows for order 149, of diverse spectral widths, mostly located in the central part348

of the order to avoid the noisier edges, and which contain some of the strongest CO2 lines349

in the order. They are shown with color horizontal bars in Figure 3. The350

pre-processing/cleaning is focused on the central part of the diffraction order, the region351

covered by the microwindows; this is why we obscured the outer spectral regions in Figure352

3.353

Figures 5 and 7 show the performance of the temperature inversion in one specific scan,354

20180620 0240338 1p0a SO A I, obtained on June 20th, 2018, for Ls 196◦ and at 55◦ N355

latitude, where a heavy dust loading was found below about 20 km. The Averaging356

Kernels in Figure 5 show a lack of information in this order above 95 km. Averaging357

Kernels matrices are very useful as diagnostics of the performance of the retrieval, and are358

standard outputs of our inversion code RCP. For example inspection of this matrix’s rows359

illustrate the vertical resolution while its columns quantify the response to changes in the360

true state vector. Also the trace of this matrix gives the independent pieces of361

information, i.e., the degres of freedom, which in the case of the scan in Figure 5 is 19. For362

its calculation RCP makes use of Jacobians computed/updated in every time step of the363

inversion, taking into account all the spectral information present in the selected364

microwindows. Figure 5 shows that the retrieval errors usually increase with altitude, in365

this scan from about 2 K at 20 km to about 5 K around 90 km. The vertical resolution,366

given by the width of the Averaging Kernel rows, also vary significantly with tangent367

altitude, between 3 km in the lowermost tangent altitude up to 10 km at the top range in368

this scan. The best-fit spectra at the end of the inversion usually reproduces the NOMAD369

data very well. Figure 7 shows the best fit obtained for this scan at about 65 km altitude,370

where the retrieved temperature significantly differs from the a priori. Sometimes high371

altitude spectra go slightly above Transmittance=1; these defects in the data are372

accounted for during the inversion by a simultaneous retrieval of the continuum at each373

altitude, which also includes a small shift in the continuum, as required for matching the374

data. To illustrate the robustness of the inversion against changes in the a priori, we show375

in Figure 6 the temperature inversion of another scan, 20180423 204351 1p0a SO A I,376

obtained at 65◦ S latitude and Ls 164◦, arbitrary selected among the dataset. We377
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performed two retrievals, one using the nominal a priori GCM atmosphere and the other378

with an a priori profile arbitrary increased by 30 K at all altitudes. As shown in Figure 6,379

the retrieved temperature is basically the same in both runs up to 80 km; above this380

altitude the relatively large measurement noise decreases the information content and381

starts pulling the retrieved profile towards the assumed climatology.382

4 Results and discussion383

The retrieval strategy discussed above was applied to our selection of 380 NOMAD/SO384

scans observed during MY34, as mentioned above. The convergence rate was high, with a385

final 338 retrieved temperature and CO2 density profiles. We describe and discuss here the386

main results obtained.387

We only show here results with a significant amount of information directly derived from388

the data. In the lowermost tangent altitudes and above about 95 km we apply a condition389

on the diagonal of the Averaging Kernels, to filter values only above 0.03. Lower values are390

considered as too biased towards a priori/climatological values, due to very low depth of391

the absorption lines at high altitudes and to aerosol contamination at low tangent392

altitudes.393

4.1 Global envelope of atmospheric temperatures394

Figure 8 shows all the temperature profiles retrieved in this work, put together in a single395

panel, with a similar plot for the LMD GCM profiles (our a priori). The dashed lines in396

blue and orange represent the envelope of all possible temperatures anywhere and anytime397

on Mars, taken from Smith et al. (2017), who compiled data from instruments Mars398

Climate Sounder and Thermal Emission Spectrometer, as well as from the Mars Climate399

Database simulations for extreme conditions.400

The range of temperatures observed by NOMAD are quite similar to the GCM, although401

generally colder in the mesosphere. The global difference between 0.01 and 0.001 mb402

pressure levels (about 60-80 km altitude) seems to be over 10 K. In addition, and although403

possibly difficult to see in this Figure, the NOMAD temperatures seem to be wavier than404

in the GCM, and in particular we obtained excursions to very low temperatures at405

altitudes above 0.001 mb. At these altitudes, NOMAD temperatures reach values very406

close to the CO2 condensation temperature, much closer that in the GCM.407

4.2 Global Distribution of Temperatures408

Figure 9 shows the global distribution of all the temperatures obtained, split in two409

hemispheres for clarity, and covering the second part of MY34. Some gaps in the maps410

correspond to lack of solar occultation data as the TGO-Sun β-angle becomes too large.411

Given the peculiar TGO solar acquisition sequence, the latitudes and seasons are linked412

and this needs to be taken into account when inspecting the maps.413

The vertical thermal structure generally presents what can be considered as a typical414

Martian pattern in the vertical, with the usual two broad thermal layers, a warmer415

troposphere and a colder mesosphere, except near polar regions where the thermal regime416

can be quite different (Smith et al., 2017). This follows the warming at low altitudes by417

convection from the surface and the local heating by solar absorption by airborne dust. On418

the other hand, the atmospheric radiative cooling to space by diverse CO2 ro-vibrational419

bands becomes an important term of the energy budget as we move upwards to the420

mesosphere, where these bands become optically thinner. There is a significant variability421

upon this generic profile, depending on diverse parameters (surface temperatures and dust422

amounts, together with other energy budget terms including dynamics), all of which vary423

along the TGO track, as latitude and seasons change across the X-axis in Figure 9.424
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4.3 MY34 Global Dust Storm425

Several interesting features are observed in Figure 9, and the most prominent one is the426

strong warming period between Ls 190◦ and 220,◦ at all altitudes and in both427

hemispheres. This corresponds to the onset of the MY34 Global Dust Storm (GDS), which428

peaked around Ls 195◦-205◦ (Montabone et al., 2020) . As it is well known, the absorption429

of solar radiation by the dust particles, especially as they reach high altitudes, can be very430

efficient (Wolff et al., 2017). In this period the slant aerosol opacity is so large that the431

limb sounding using molecular spectral lines in this spectral region is impossible at tangent432

altitudes below 40 km, or even 55 km in some scans. We observe warm temperatures433

around 180 K up to 80-90 km altitude in the peak of the GDS, and tropospheric434

temperatures above 200 K up to 50 km.435

The decay of the GDS seems apparent in Figure 9 by the progressive cooling at436

mesospheric altitudes from Ls 220◦ to 240◦ in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) at mid437

latitudes. This is more difficult to see in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) as this period438

follows large changes in TGO latitude coverage as well. In fact, there seem to be several439

warming periods at mesospheric altitudes in the SH, around Ls 220◦, 260◦, 285◦, 315◦ and440

340◦, which coincide with the mapping of high latitudes in the SH. This seems to show a441

latitudinal gradient with warmer mesospheric temperatures at high latitudes during the442

whole perihelion season.443

4.4 Global Distribution of atmospheric density444

Similarly to Figure 9, Figure 10 shows the global distribution of all the CO2 densities445

obtained. The strong exponential decrease in density with altitude seems to minimize446

other variations, with lower amplitudes, even using a log scale. Hence, in order to447

highlight these, we selected an altitude of 70 km and plotted in the two lower panels its448

variability with time, together with the GCM variability at that altitude. There are clear449

variations associated with the latitudinal change at the tangent point. For example, the450

three largest excursions in density, at Ls 355◦ in the NH and at Ls 170◦ and Ls 200◦ in the451

SH, are clearly associated to sudden changes in latitude in a short Ls period. In both452

hemispheres the sign of the response is similar: as the orbit approaches lower latitudes the453

density increases, following the warmer troposphere at low latitudes. Averaging over these454

variations one would expect to discern a seasonal trend with a maximum around the455

summer in the SH, around Ls 270◦, when the atmospheric density in Mars presents a456

maximum (Smith et al., 2017). However, in Figure 10 the maximum is observed around Ls457

200◦, as a response to the MY34 GDS.458

This analysis is complementary and agrees with a similar analysis by Trompet et al. (2022)459

in a companion paper in this special issue, who studied the variation of the atmospheric460

density in NOMAD retrievals for MY35. In the absence of GDS, the MY35 presents a461

maximum around Ls 270◦ in their work. Also the absolute values of the densities at 70 km462

agree well between both retrieval teams.463

4.5 Corrections for the reference pressure464

During the temperature and density retrieval, our inversion processor finds whether a465

change in the line-of-sight pointing, or in other words, in the tangent altitudes, would466

produce a better model-data fit than with the nominal pointing. Usually the correction467

found is small but without this correction the temperature profiles would be incorrectly468

positioned. The variation, expressed in km at the tangent point, is shown in Figure 11.469

Some profiles should be moved up and some down, with a globally averaged negative value470

around 2 km. Figure 11 also shows the absolute value of this correction.471

The interpretation of this result is related to the assumed pressure reference for the472

hydrostatic adjustment. Pressure values from the GCM are taken at a given altitude, and473
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a hydrostatic atmosphere is built with this assumption. The results shown in Figure 11474

inform us that such an altitude seems to be wrong by a few km, according to NOMAD475

data. The envelope of the data points in the right-hand panel in this figure shows lower476

values at lower altitudes. This is suggesting that the pressure-altitude relationship is more477

correct in the GCM the lower we look in the atmosphere. This is not surprising, as the478

atmospheric variability should create differences with the GCM climatological state which479

increase with altitude.480

4.6 Latitudinal Variations481

During MY34 there are two seasonal periods, around Ls 180◦ and Ls 290◦, where the TGO482

mapping covers a wide range of latitudes in a short Ls interval. These offer a good483

opportunity to observe and characterize the latitudinal variations in temperature. We484

have grouped the scans in these periods exactly in boxes Ls=160◦-190◦ and 285◦-305◦ and485

show them in Figure 12, where they are compared to the same sampling and boxing in the486

GCM data (our a priori). Unfortunately, the numerous gaps in the data make it difficult487

to do a fine comparison on a pure altitude/latitude cross section map, but still some488

interesting results are clearly present.489

For example, the NOMAD data in Ls Box #1 (left panels) seem to show a warm layer490

around 50 km around latitudes 60◦N and 60◦S, which is also seen in the GCM model and491

at similar altitudes. This agrees with the expected global description of the atmospheric492

temperatures in equinox conditions (seen in the bottom panels of Figure 12), in spite of493

the difference data-model (NOMAD temperature being generally colder than GCM at494

mesospheric altitudes). These warm layer is not seen in Ls Box #2 (right panels).495

Another result which agree with the GCM simulations is the warm layer at the bottom of496

the observed altitudes in Ls Box #2 (right panels). These layers seem to correspond to the497

warming at high latitudes of the SH, typical of the Southern Summer solstice. These warm498

layers are absent in both model and data in the Ls Box #1 (left panels).499

The latitudinal variations in the NOMAD temperatures seem to agree in these two periods500

with typical equinox and solstice conditions as simulated by the LMD-GCM.501

4.7 Local time variations502

Inspection of the orbit in Figures 1 or 8 reveals a couple of periods with a significant503

variation in local time in a short Ls period and small variations in latitude as well. These504

two periods are analyzed here in the search for possible variations with local time. Period505

“CT Box1” covers latitudes 20◦-50◦ in the NH during the bracket Ls 230◦-250◦, and506

period “CT Box2” covers latitudes 30◦N-60◦N and Ls 290◦-310◦. We grouped all the scans507

inside these boxes splitting them by their local time only, and are shown in Figure 13. The508

figure also shows the LMD GCM profiles for the same scans.509

In CT Box1 there are no significant differences between the morning and evening results,510

neither in the NOMAD data nor in the model, although the NOMAD data shows a colder511

layer at 60 km altitude within a more wavy vertical profile. CT Box2 shows also a more512

wavy profile in NOMAD than in the model, with a possibly upward propagating wave with513

large amplitudes, around 30 K in the mesosphere, which is much weaker in the GCM. This514

oscillation seems to be smaller in the NOMAD evening profiles, although there are not515

many profiles to examine and one of them also presents a large oscillation. The warm layer516

at 80 km in the NOMAD morning data could be related to the recent finding of a warm517

layer at precisely that altitude at nighttime in stellar occultation data from IUVS/Maven518

(Nakagawa et al., 2020).519

A similar warm layer was reported also by (Belyaev et al., 2021) using ACS solar520

occultation data in the ACS/MIR channel. The data used by (Belyaev et al., 2021) are521
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not exactly collocated with NOMAD observations. In their retrievals the warm layer was522

found as more localized around Ls 270◦, and present in both MY34 and MY35 but only in523

the NH. Although not discussed by them, their results combined with ours indicate a524

peculiar period of time around perihelion, at the end of the Southern summer where525

thermal tides at mid latitudes seem to present very strong amplitudes, greatly affecting526

the lower mesosphere. It will be interesting to extend the current study to cover more527

Martian years, and also to compare more quantitatively with ACS/MIR resuls, in order to528

confirm this strong thermal tide and to analyze its year-to-year variability with the good529

vertical resolution of these two instruments on board TGO.530

Upward propagation of waves has been recently studied by (Starichenko et al., 2021) but531

this work was very focused on gravity waves and small scale structures observed in the532

ACS/MIR temperature vertical profiles, not on the thermal tides.533

4.8 Latitudinal-Seasonal slices at fixed altitudes534

Figure 14 shows the structure of the NOMAD temperatures in latitude - solar longitude535

cross sections at three altitudes, 30, 50 and 80 km, compared with the a priori GCM536

temperatures. Again we observe a NOMAD thermal field colder than the GCM at537

mesospheric altitudes and a better agreement in the troposphere. In this figure, and in538

spite of variability and differences, we observe that the 3-D map of NOMAD temperatures539

globally agree with the global thermal distribution simulated by the GCM for MY34. We540

observe a warm troposphere at 30 km at all latitudes during the GDS with a gradual541

cooling with time, in both data and model (left panels). At 50 km the warm layers are542

located at mid latitudes in both model and data but NOMAD does not see the warm543

branch at 60◦N that the model simulated for the rest of MY34. It will be interesting to544

explore these comparisons in other Mars Years.545

4.9 Comparison with ACS/NIR temperatures546

Temperature profiles from ACS/NIR have been reported by Fedorova et al. (2020) for a547

period of time similar to that covered in this work. Although a proper comparison548

campaign is beyond the scope of this manuscript, we have performed a first comparative549

study of a few dozens of profiles. We first looked for close coincidences to each of our550

NOMAD/SO retrieved profiles, defined as being observed by ACS/NIR on the same day, as551

determined by the solar longitude LS , and within a small bracket in latitude, longitud and552

local time: ∆LAT < 3◦, ∆LON < 20◦ and ∆LCT = 0.5 hour. Only six coincidences were553

found, and they are shown in Figure 15. The agreement between both instruments is quite554

good, and in four of the six profiles the differences are approximately within their error555

brackets. The altitude range sampled by both instruments is very similar in all the profiles.556

At the top of the altitude range, at and above 90 km, the ACS/NIR retrieval errors557

increase a lot and also in our NOMAD/SO data the a priori effect starts to be significant.558

At the bottom of the profiles, both retrievals are limited by the aerosol absorption along559

the LOS, in approximately the same manner. Some of the features observed in the thermal560

profiles indicate that the vertical resolution in both instruments is also similar.561

The number of coincidences between NOMAD/SO and ACS/NIR increases significantly562

when the criterion for geographical collocation is relaxed. In particular, with a relaxation563

in longitude to ∆LON < 30◦ we allow for profiles from adjacent orbits and then we found564

95 coincidences. All these, which include the previous 6 closest ones, are shown in the565

Appendix, using a similar format to Figure 15. In general, considering the different566

retrieval methods and instrument characteristics, and the likely effect of a 30◦ shift in567

longitude, we consider the agreement as satisfactory. We observed many good matches,568

but also some significant discrepancies; we show examples of these two subsets in Figures569

16 and 17.570
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Figure 16 shows a dozen of profiles with a good agreement between NOMAD/SO and571

ACS/NIR and which also present significant deviations from the a priori. The agreement572

is good except at the very top altitudes and at the bottom of the profiles, where noise and573

aerosols limit the sounding, respectively. Considering the different retrieval methods,574

instrument performances and spectral ranges used in our work and in Fedorova et al.575

(2020), these 12 profiles can be considered as robuts determinations of the atmospheric576

state, and may be particularly valuable for GCM validation purposes. The largest577

discrepancies are found at mesospheric altitudes, and they present much colder578

temperatures than in the GCM, but also in some profiles there are discrepancies with the579

a priori below 50 km, like NOMAD/SO profiles #45, 81, 182, and 224 (see numbers in580

bracket in Figure 16). It would be interesting to extend the retrievals of both instruments581

to a couple of Mars years, in search for more significant deviations from the GCM582

climatological predictions.583

Figure 17 shows a selection of another dozen profiles but in this case with clear differences584

between NOMAD/SO and ACS/NIR. As in the case of Figure 16, the separation between585

the ”coincident” profiles is about 30◦, which as said above, may play a role and partly586

explain some of the differences. The discrepancies are particularly large at mesospheric587

altitudes, and in general the NOMAD/SO profiles seem to be colder than the ACS/NIR at588

those altitudes. Again, it will be useful to explore more differences with ACS/NIR in the589

future, when both instruments’ retrieval schemes are applied to a more extended dataset590

including a couple of full Martian years.591

5 Conclusions592

We present in this work the results of vertical profiles of temperature and CO2 density593

from solar occultation observations by the NOMAD/SO channel in its diffraction order594

149 during the first year of TGO science operations.595

For this purpose we adapted a well tested inversion scheme on Earth limb sounding596

experiments to solar occultation data on Mars for the first time. This scheme is used in a597

sequential manner to retrieve diverse targets from the NOMAD/SO data. Results on598

aerosol opacity’s and physical properties, and on H2O and CO abundance profiles are599

presented in companion papers in this special issue. The analysis starts with a600

pre-processing phase, which permits to clear the SO calibrated transmittance of remaining601

issues like spectral shifts and bendings. This is followed by the actual retrieval, following602

an iterative application of a precise forward model, which uses micro-windows to eliminate603

severe contamination from adjacent diffraction orders, and solves temperature and density604

consistently, with incorporation of hydrostatic adjustments in each iteration. The inversion605

achieves best-fits with a high degree of convergence in the dataset analyzed here. The606

scheme is robust against a priori assumptions and permits meaningful retrievals typically607

up to about 90 km altitude.608

The atmospheric thermal structure during the two Mars seasons in MY34 (the Martian609

perihelion half-year period) is characterized by the strong MY34 GDS episode, a well610

documented event peaking around Ls 195◦-210◦ (Guzewich et al., 2019; Montabone et al.,611

2020). Our results show that the GDS warmed the atmosphere significantly at all sounded612

altitudes, with episodes where 180 K are observed at 80 km altitude in the NH and up to613

100 km in the SH. The thermal impact is clearly observed during an extended decay phase614

up to about Ls 250◦. During this period the retrievals are difficult in the troposphere due615

to the strong dust opacity. The impact of the regional dust storm (GDS) around Ls 330◦,616

near the end of the period studied in this work, is less clear in our data. This can be due617

to several reasons. The first one is the lower amount of aerosols injected into the618

atmosphere by the regional storm. A second possible reason is the limited sampling in619

space and time that solar occultations have from the TGO orbit; this mapping may have620

skipped the peak activity of this RDS.621
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Regarding the comparison of the retrieved thermal structure with the LMD Mars GCM622

simulations used here as a priori, the NOMAD temperatures are in good agreement at623

tropospheric altitudes but are generally wavier and colder at mesospheric altitudes. The624

atmospheric oscillations reach values close to the CO2 condensation temperature at625

mesospheric altitudes much more frequently than in the GCM. This may be explained by a626

stronger atmospheric tidal activity than in the model, particularly during the GDS peak627

and decay phases, but also elsewhere through the perihelion season. In particular, a warm628

layer around 80 km is found in the morning terminator in the NH during Ls 260◦-300◦,629

which is clearly absent in the GCM. A warm layer is also observed in the evening630

terminator but more sporadically. These two global results, a colder mesosphere and a631

warm layer around 80 km were also found very recently by Belyaev et al. (2021).632

Regarding the latitudinal and local time variations, our data is patchy and the TGO633

orbital mapping does not allow us to build pure latitude or pure local time cross sections.634

Instead, some boxing is required, which are not free from a mixture of effects. However,635

with the help of scan-to-scan comparisons with the GCM and of global maps created with636

the GCM specifically for this comparisons, it seems that our NOMAD retrievals do track637

the expected thermal structure typical of equinoxes and solstices during the observed638

period. The main conclusions regarding local time variations is the clearly stronger tidal639

activity in the morning terminator, mentioned above.640

A second retrieval product is the atmospheric CO2 density, whose global distribution641

shows very clear latitudinal effects, especially when looking at a single altitude, like 70 km.642

On top of these, a seasonal trend seems also present, although the occurrence of the GDS643

in the early Southern Spring dominates the seasonal pattern and hides the expected644

maximum around Ls 270◦ that should be typical of non-GDS Mars years. It will be very645

interesting to revisit this when an extended SO dataset covering several MY are processed.646

Another interesting product of our retrieval scheme is the so called “LOS correction”,647

which permits to revisit the hydrostatic assumption, based on using a given pressure level648

at a given altitude, usually taken from the climatology or a priori dataset. In our case, the649

correction indicates that the LMD MGCM pressures at the lowermost tangent altitude of650

our retrieval range are globally correct, except for a small correction of a couple of km.651

This agreement is better in dust-clear conditions, when our sounding can be extended to652

the lower troposphere, below 20 km. Below this altitude, the lower the sounding, the653

smaller the correction. In some scans the altitude adjustment to reconcile NOMAD and654

GCM can reach up to 10 km.655

We plan to continue the analysis of NOMAD/SO data by extending our retrieval scheme to656

the whole SO dataset available to date, covering two full Mars Years. A few issues remain657

to be improved also and we plan to tackle them, in a joint effort with other NOMAD658

teams. These include a better characterization of the SO measurement noise in order to659

eliminate remaining systematics, and the combination of two different SO orders. For660

example, the combination of orders 149 and 165, this one with much stronger absorption661

lines from the CO2 2.7-µm fundamental band, should help to extend the retrieval range662

from 90 km up to 160 or 170 km. In addition, the application of our retrieval scheme to the663

ACS/MIR data is an ongoing task in our team at IAA/CSIC. The results and comparisons664

between NOMAD/SO and ACS/MIR during a full Mars year will be presented elsewhere.665

Appendix A Sample of 95 near coincidences between NOMAD/SO and666

ACS/NIR667

As explained in section 4.9, we performed a comparison of our NOMAD/SO temperature668

retrievals with the ACS/NIR thermal profiles reported by Fedorova et al. (2020), which669

approximately extend over the last half of MY34. A total of 95 “near coincidences” are670

found when using the following selecting criteria in solar longitude, latitude, longitude and671
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local time: ∆Ls < 0.1◦, ∆LAT < 5◦, ∆LON < 30◦ and ∆LCT = 0.5 hour. The 95672

comparisons are shown in Figures A1 to A8, split in 8 subsets of a dozen profiles each.673

Notice that these figures contain the comparisons already shown in Figures 15, 16 and 17674

above.675

676

677

678

679

680

681

682

683
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Figure 1. Top panel: Spectral location of NOMAD/SO diffraction order 149, and other adjacent

orders, with indication of the strongest ro-vibrational absorption lines by some atmospheric species

(positions and line strengths from Hitran2016). Bottom panels: latitude, longitude and solar

longitude of the about 350 scans with solar occultation measurements in order 149 during the 1st

year of NOMAD operations. Colors in the bottom panels are arbitrary, used for clarity.

Figure 2. Pipeline of the NOMAD and ACS data analysis at IAA. The preprocessing block

performs cleanig of residual spectral shifts and bendings, characterization of the ILS from the

observed spectra, in addition to auxiliary plots and splitting of the spectra in spectral micro-

windows before the inversion is performed by KOPRA and RCP. See text for details.
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Figure 3. Example of our cleaning method applied to diffration order 149 in one specific scan

(20180423 204351 1p0a SO A I). Top panel, all the original spectra (calibrated transmittances)

taken in this scan, showing clear bending effects and spectral shifts. Bottom panel, spectra after

cleaning. Notice the cleaning is only applied to a subset of the full diffraction order (the rest is

shaded in grey in the bottom panel). Vertical red solid lines indicate the expected position of the

CO2 spectral lines (Hitran2016). The seven short horizontal lines in different colors near the top

of the panels indicate the micro-windows used in this order (see text for details).
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Figure 4. Measurement noise in transmittance in the order 149 of scan

20180423 204351 1p0a SO A I, typical of all scans in this diffraction order. Left panel,

variations in the spectral and altitude dimensions. Right-hand panel: alternative view of the

projection onto the wavenumber-noise plane to appreciate the quasi-random variations; each line

represents a noise spectrum (at one tangent altitude). The black-dots are the standard deviation

of transmittance vertical profiles near the top of the atmosphere. The color scales in both panels

are arbitrary. See text for details.

Figure 5. Retrieved temperature profile from scan 20180423 204351 1p0a SO A I with error

bars (top-left panel), where the red dashed line is the a priori profiles, and the green dashed line

is the CO2 condensation temperature, added for reference. Bottom-left: rows of the Averaging

Kernel matrix selected at some altitudes. Bottom-rith: retrieval error in the Temperature profile.

Top-right: Vertical resolution, as given by the widths of the averaging kernel rows.
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Figure 6. Effect of the a priori temperature on the retrieval for scan

20180423 204351 1p0a SO A I. Left panel: inversion using the nominal a priori temperature

profile. Right panel: using the a priori increased by 30 K.

Figure 7. Best fit spectrum to the NOMAD cleaned transmittances from scan

20180423 204351 1p0a SO A I at a tangent altitude of about 65 km. The top panel shows the

measured spectrum in solid black line with dots, the best fit spectrum at the end of the inversion

in blue, and the spectrum obtained with the a priori atmospheric profile in red. The spectrum is

split in 7 segments which correspond to the 7 micro-windows used in the inversion (see text). The

lower panel shows the residuals (Model fit - NOMAD) in blue, together with the same magnitude

but with the model spectrum for the a priori atmosphere, in red. The dotted lines represent the

NOMAD/SO measurement error used in the inversion.
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Figure 8. Envelope of all the retrieved temperature profiles (left-hand panel) compared to the a

priori data, from the LMD-MGCM (right-hand panel). The colors in each scan indicate the Solar

Longitude. The thick dashed lines represent the extreme temperatures at any time and place on

Mars, after Smith et al. (2017). Approximate altitudes added as a quick guide.

Figure 9. Distribution of all the retrieved temperatures with latitude and solar time throughout

MY34, split in the two hemispheres (NH in the left hand side panels and SH in the right hand side

panels). The top panels show the latitudes and the Local Solar Time of the observations. The

center panels show the temperatures, and the lower panels the difference between the NOMAD

retrievals and the GCM (a priori).
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Figure 10. Global distribution of the retrieved CO2 densities for MY34, split in the two hemi-

spheres (NH in panels on the left and SH on the right). The top panels show the latitudes and

the Local Solar Time of the observations and the central panels show the densities in log scale.

The bottom panels show the density variation at 70 km altitude through the mission, including

latitudinal and seasonal variations (see text); red dots: NOMAD densities, blue dots: GCM data.

Figure 11. Distribution of the retrieved LOS correction with altitude of all the retrieved profiles

(left panel) and the same but in absolute values (right panel). See text for details.
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Figure 12. Latitudinal distribution of the retrieved NOMAD temperatures in two seasonal

periods. Left panels: period Ls=160◦-190◦; right-hand side: period Ls=285◦-305◦. Top panels:

NOMAD retrieved temperatures; 2nd from top: GCM temperatures at the same locations and

local times; 3rd panels from top: difference NOMAD-GCM; and bottom panels: altitude/latitude

cross sections of the LMD-MGCM temperatures at Ls 180◦ and 270◦, for comparison.
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Figure 13. Local Time variations in 2 specific periods and locations, selected to minimize

latitudinal and seasonal effects. Top panels: CT Box 1, defined by Latitudes 20◦N-50◦N and Ls

230◦-250◦. Bottom panes: CT Box 2, defined by Latitudes 30◦N-60◦N and Ls 290◦-310◦. See text

for details.
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Figure 14. Temperature latitude-solar longitude cross sections at 3 different altitudes, 30 km

(left panels), 50 km (central column’s panels) and 80 km (right-hand panels). The retrieved tem-

peratures are shown in the central row, while Latitude-Ls cross sections from the LMD-MGCM are

shown in the top panel, for reference. See text for details.
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Figure 15. Comparison between NOMAD/SO and ACS/NIR temperature profiles in the 6

closest coincidences, each of them in a separate panel. The panels titles indicate the locations of

the profiles in latitude, longitud, local time and solar longitude. The NOMAD/SO temperature

profile and error bars are in black, the ACS/NIR in red, and the GCM a priori in blue. Each

instrument’s orbit number identifier is also included for easy reference; in the case of NOMAD/SO

we also added a number in bracket for internal reference. L.LAT and L.LON indicate the extension

of the NOMAD/SO profile in latitude and longitude (in degree), respectively. D.LAT and D.LON

indicate the separation between the NOMAD/SO and ACS/NIR profiles in latitude and longitude

respectively. See text for details.
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Figure 16. Similar to Figure 15 but for a selection of 12 NOMAD/SO and ACS/NIR profiles

which show a good agreement between them and significant differences with the GCM a priori

profile. See text for details.
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Figure 17. Similar to Figure 15 but for the 12 NOMAD/SO and ACS/NIR profiles with the

largest differences. See text for details.
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Figure A1. First dozen of NOMAD/SO and ACS/NIR collocated profiles from the set of 95

coincidences mentioned in the text. Figure format similar to Figure 15.
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Figure A2. As Figure A1 but for the 2nd dozen of profiles.
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Figure A3. As Figure A1 but for the 3rd dozen of profiles.
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Figure A4. As Figure A1 but for the 4th dozen of profiles.
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Figure A5. As Figure A1 but for the 5th dozen of profiles.
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Figure A6. As Figure A1 but for the 6th dozen of profiles.
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Figure A7. As Figure A1 but for the 7th dozen of profiles.
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Figure A8. As Figure A1 but for the 8th dozen of profiles.
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